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Sea~s

dies at 91,

Dr. Lloyd Cline Sears, 91, Dean Emeritus
of Harding University, died early Monday
in a Searcy hospital, following a brief illness.
One of the original faculty members of
Harding, Sears served as academic dean
and chairman of the department of English
until his retirement in 1960. He continued as
a professor of English until 1964, when he
retired to devote more time to writing.
Born May 13, 1895 on a farm near Odon,
Ind., he moved with his family to Oklahoma
in 1903. Mter one ~ of high school, he·
entered Cordell Christian College in Cordell,
Okla., where he came under the influence
of J.N. Armstrong, the school's president
who also became Harding's first president.
He met and married the Armstrong's
daughter, Pattie Hathaway Armstrong, who
preceded him in death in H¥17.
He moved to Searcy with the school in
1934, and was active as a member of the
Board of the Chamber of Commerce and
Kiwanis Club, serving both as president and
lieutenant governor of Kiwanis.
Sears completed the B.A. from Cordell and
received another B.A. from the University ..
of Oklahoma. Later he earned the M.A. from
the University of Kansas and the Ph.D. from
the University of Chicago, where he became
recognized as a Shakespearean scholar.
Since 1910, he had served as a minister of
the church of Christ, preaching for churches
in Arkansas and neighboring states. He also
served as an elder at the College Church of
Christ, where he had been a member since
1934.
He was recognized in state educational
circles, having held offices as president of
the Arkansas Association of College Deans,
Arkansas Association of ~}!ege English
Thachers and Department of Higher Education of the Arkansas Education Association.
From 1925-41 he served as a member of
the Harding Board of Trustees. In 1966 he
was named the school's Distinguished
Alumnus. In 1973 he received 20th Century
Christian magazine's Christian Educator
award.
Sears was extremely diligent in securing
accreditation for Harding, and was cited by
the Danforth Foundation who noted his
study, "A College Examines Itself," as an example of an excellent study.
Former students and colleagues alike paid
tribute. "Dean Sears was one of the three
truly great teachers I had throughout

leave~.
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legacy of accotnplishtnent

undergraduate and graduate study," Dr.
Joseph E. Pryor said.
In 1981, a women's residence hall on the
Harding campus was named "L.C. Sears
Hall" in honor of his service to the
University.
Since his retirement from teaching, he
completed two of his five books. "The Eyes
of Jehovah" is a biography of James A. Harding, his wife's grandfather for whom Harding University is named; and "For

Freedom," a biography of J.N. Armstrong.
Because he felt such a debt of gratitude ·
to those who made possible a Christian
education for him, he chose to spend his life
passing along to others opportunities for
study under Christian teachers.
Annie Mae Alston Lewis of Memphis, a
former student and colleague of Sears, expressed the sentiments of many, saying, "It
is a paradox that language breaks down
when we try to put into words something of

the life of the man who was a master of the
English language.''
He had a phenomenal recall of Scripture
and literature, and although he was in failing health for the past several years, his
voice loomed strong as he addressed an audience. He remained at his residence on the
Harding campus until he was hospitalized
last week, and was a regular attender of
worship services until two weeks ago.
He is survived by two sons, Dr. Jack Wood
Sears of Searcy and Dr. Kern Sears of
Webster Groves, Mo.; seven grandchildren
and five great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Wednesday at
the College Church of Christ. Sears was
buried at White County Memorial Gardens
with Daniel Funeral Home in charge.

President-elect builds
new campus residence
by Phillip Tucker
Bison staff writer

I

Dr. Lloyd Cline Sears, one of Harding's original faculty members, died Monday at a Searcy hospital at the age of 91.
(photo courtesy of Public Relations Office)

Ganus n.amed first Harding chancellor
Dr. Clifton L. Ganus Jr., who will retire in
May after 22 years as President of Harding
University, has been named the school's first
Chancellor by the Board of Trustees.
The appointment will be effective in May,
1987, when Dr. David Burks will assume the
presidency of the University.
Board Chairman James H. Cone of Little
Rock made the announcement following the
Board's fall meeting on the Searcy campus
Nov. 7. "Dr. Ganus bas been a central figure
in Christian education throughout his pro-

Bison noseguard
honored nationally
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fessionallife," Cone said, "and he will continue to play an important role in the work
of Harding University. The appointment will
not entail administrative responsibilities,
but we want his talents, abilities and experience to continue to be of great benefit
not only to Harding but to her constituents
as well."

The Board received a recommendation for
the action by Dr. Burks, Dean of Harding's
School of Business and Director of the

American Studies Program.
"I am very pleased that Dr. Ganus will be
Harding's first chancellor," Burks said. "I
recommended this to the Board and I feel
that Dr. Ganus in this position, can continue
to be a powerful influence for good for Harding University after his retirement as
President. He will work in public relations,
development, and other areas as needed. I
am happy that he is willing to continue to
serve~~~~. ~~r:tant capacity."

For 22 years, President Clifton Ganus has
lived in Harding's presidential house, and
although President-elect David Burks will
fill the position next year, Dr. Ganus wishes
to remain in the home. Therefore, the Board
of Directors has decided that a new house
on campus should be built for Dr. Burks and
his family, and has chosen a corner of
Harding Park as the site.
Burks, who will assume the office of President May 10 of next year, after Spring commencement, has lived on Deener Drive in
Sunnyhill ever since coming to Searcy
several years ago. According to Burks,
though moving will be a sad experience, he
is looking forward to his family's new home,
the building of which he is personally
financing.
The house, which is being constructed by
Jimmy Cone of Little Rock (a former student and now commercial contractor), is to
be a traditional1 1h-story with a brick veneer
exterior, and have three dormer windows on
the front.
As a large responsibility of a university
president is entertaining, the house is
being built accordingly. A guest bedroom/bathroom suite and a large
room for entertainment of visitors are to be
included in the structure, and the location
ensures high visibility of the home for
visitors, faculty and students who might
wish to see it.
Burks and the Board both stress that the
site at Harding Park was not chosen to limit
the use of the park by anyone. The corner
of the park where the house is being constructed has not been beneficially used for
some time, and the Board therefore felt this
to be a good place; the park will continue
to be open for visitors.
Construction began last Monday, already
one month later than expected, and the rains
began falling, further postponing plans.
Nevertheless, it is believed that the house
will be completed by May or June, possibly
in time for Burks' inauguration,
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OPINION
Grace's angry reply
evasive, offensive
Nearly two weeks have passed, and the campus is still
somewhat abuzz over the happenings at the latest American
Studies leeture on Nov. 10.
Following J. Peter Grace's discourse on government costcutting proposals, the Benson Auditorium crowd of about
600 was invited to address questions to the speaker.
One individual who answered this invitation, a Harding
student, presented Grace with tax figures, allegedly those
of Grace's publicly-held company, and requested a
comment.
The inquiry met with a measure of anger on Grace's
part, as the speaker paced across the stage· and shouted
toward the student. Yet, because he had the advantage of
experience on the student, Grace turned much of the audience against him with just few evasive phrases.
Aside from the fact that Grace lost his composure, we
wonder how many people noticed that he never really got
around to answering the question.
The student's main error in judgment was probably in
his decision to approach the microphone a second, and
even a third time to direct questions toward Grace. Grace
was clearly either unprepared or just plain unwilling to
answer the student's questions.
The speaker's claim that the student was trying to embarrass him, in our opinion, was just another ploy that
Grace used to avoid the issue. Truly, in his reaction to the
student, Grace did much more to embarrass himself than
did the questions that were raised.
Still, the student probably should have recognized that
Grace was unwilling to reply and should have remained
in his seat fullowing the initial question.
Another mistake on the student's part was that he failed
to identify the sources of his information. Grace used the
lack of documentation of the material against the student,
turning the opinions of the audience against him.
One reason fur Grace's emotional reaction to the student's inquiry may have been sheer offense that the student had chosen to ask this type of question. Grace, and
many members of the audience, felt that the student's inquiries were irrelevant, since they were unrelated to the
preceding speech.
Still, a university is a setting where there should be a
free exchange of ideas and infOrmation. Grace was paid
to speak to the American Studies audience and to answer
questions fullowing the lecture, yet he deprived both the
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Nature illustrates God's constancy
Christians in the World
by Tim Tripp
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I took a walk through the woods yesterday. You probably
wouldn't know it by looking at me, but I'm a woodsman
at heart. There are not many places that make me happier than a furest in the fall. I am a hunter. It is not the
actual killing I enjoy as much as I enjoy just being out
there. 'Thking a walk in nature has a way of bringing me
back to the baSICS and reminding me of the nature of God.
The furest this time of year has a distinctly autumn look
about it. The trees have a crisp appearance and are sparsely
leaved. They no longer sway in the wind but shake with
it. The furest floor is splattered with color as the newly
fallen leaves lay covering it. The ground is hard and cold.
Small, thin sheets of ice still cling to the edges of the small
stream as it flows to its unknown destination.
The grasses in the field have turned brown losing their
summertime color and resilience. Animals scurry about
making preparations fur the colder weather ahead of them.
Male deer have tom up some small trees by rubbing their
antlers against them, indicating their mating season is just
around the comer. The air smells crisp and clean, making it a pleasure to br:eath. I thoroughly enjoy the time
I am able tO. spend there.... ·
·
When I am able to be in the woods, two things continue

to strike me about the nature of God. First of all, I see
His glory. Psalms 19 coptes to mind where it says, "The
Heavens declare the glory of God and the skies proclaim
the work of His hands."
Nature speaks a language all its own and it only tells
of one thing: that being the glory of the one who created
it all and set it into motion. The beauty and splendor
therein remains unmatched by anything man can do. It
reveals the mastery and creative genius of God and reminds
us of His incredible wisdom and knowledge.
Scientists have often tried to explain nature and exclude
God from that explanation. They boldly state that nature
as we know it today is the consummation of billions of
years of chance and adaptation. While going to great extremes to keep their work "unbiased," they are influenced
by the oldest bias known to mankind; they are nudging
God out of the picture in order to justify a wicked and
immoral lifestyle.
The second thing I learn about God from nature is that
God is unchanging. He is, by His own nature, totally
reliable. I have never heard of a year where winter didn't
follow fall or summer didn't fullow spring. God has set
thin_gs in motion and it doesn't "miss a lick."
This shows us that God is the one person we can always
depend on. The Bible teaches that He is the same today,
yesterday and always. He is true and His promise will never
pass away.
Nature is indeed a supreme teacher. 0, that nuui would
only listen.
·
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COMMENTARY

HU rumors: what you wanted to know but were afraid to ask
Gossip and Vignettes
There are a number of interesting little tidbits of information floating around campus, and I was told by my
sources that there are several of you who want to know
more. So, using an intricate network of secret agents, infonnation gatherers and unsuspecting freshmen, I have
scoured the campus for what some would call gossip, but
what we prefer to call "unsubstantiated rumor morcels."
And, in the interests of serving sensationalism, yellow
journalism and the American way, I present them here
in our forum.
'

•*•

Regarding a headline in the last Bison ("Roundballers
Ready to Go"); It has come to my attention that a gruesome
and bloody brawl erupted in Sears study lounge as to exactly what sport this article was about. r. roo, was confused by this ambiguous term which could be applied to
any of the 14,968 games which use spheroids in play.
However, even though the croquet mction won the fight,
r have been infurm,ed by my sources that the article was
instead reterring to the relatively unpassionate game of
lawn bowling. SolT}' about the confusion.

•••

It has come to my attention that there ~qe several students
who are upset about the imminent marring of Harding Park
with a "single fimily dwelling." Come on, guys, this is
the eighties! Vk don't have room for all this sappy emotionalism any more! This is progress! Anyway, ifs not as
if they've already started ~g or anything, so what's
the big deal?? People who want a nice recreational area
can always go to YOsemite. You know, though (and this
is just some~ that I thought of as I was typing). jt might
be a much better idea to build lhe house in the middle
of the front lawn. There are several reasons for this: 1)
The house would help deter people from making "cowpaths" across the grass to the Heritage Cafeteria since the
owner could shoot all trespassers ("save the blades but not

The Harding Primer
by Bill Rankin
the ammunition!!"). 2) The house~uld be closer to campus and would be within easy walking distance of all of
the really important buildings. 3) The house would have
a lovely view of the Administration Building with its stately
columns instead of a view of the yucky backside of the
Mabee Business Building. 4) The school could save
thousands of dollars from lawsuits incurred during "friendly" games of .."touch" football if the front lawn were
eliminated. 5) the school could tum the unused property
in Harding Park into a nuclear waste dump or could sell
it to a lead :factory, thus stimulating the economy of White
County (a· valuable public service) and generating some
badly needed funds for Harding. Also, a new, ultra-modem
shopping :facility (Pare-Mart??) could be erected on the
site. I think it's a great idea. Certainly it's worth the attention of the administration.

by Bill Everett
If Boston has any formula for success, it's this: thaw,
add water, re-heat for 45 minutes.
It's no surprise that a band with such a debut mega-hit
as Boston's "More Than a Feeling" would have difficulty
at best coming up with a fair sequel.
The first album hit big and gave Boston a name bigger
than their Massachusetts namesake. The group hurriedly
cranked-out Don't Look Back soon after, fiilled, and now
eight years later, reappear with Third Stage which ends
up being a conglomerate of old chords and syntho-nothing.
The opening track "Amanda" is pretty, the first few
times, but grinds and moans pitifully after about number
five or six. The problem is engineering master and founder
Tom Sholz's wasteful use of old-Boston chords. The tune
is structured remarkably like several songs off their first
album, containing very little tempo variation, carbon-copy
rhythms, and peaking with an anti-climactic guitar solo
by Sholz. It's sold big since its release several weeks ago,
undoubtedly out of sheer homage to the resurrected band,
but time will tell and the sonc probably won't have much
more than a few month's exposure at best.
The new album brings with it new changes in Boston.
For one, the band has been reduced from its original five
members to a stifling two. qlashian, Sheehan, and
Goudreau bailed-out, or were vanquished from the group,
or both. No one seems to know.) One thing which has remained a constant for the band is the sheer vocal quality.
The lyrics are terribly dull, mostly, but the Sholz/Brad _
Delp harmonics cosmetically amend the poetic
shortcomings.
"Cool the Engines" is the highlight of side one. It's a

•••

It has come to my attention that die recent lice scare
was a hoax. One of my inside sources at the Nurses Station has reported that certain staff members, tired of the
monotony of seeing only sick people and yearning for the
glamour and excitement of addressing a chapel crowd, invented the whole loathsome tale. While unrepentant, the
instigators do admit that lice was probably not the best
choice they could have made for causing hysteria, but that
nobody could think of how to spell "bubonic plague." The
culprits may be seen on "Star Search" next week.

••*

•••

It has come to my attention that certain members of the
Harding Security Force have been accused of having KGB
ties. When confronted, however, these fearsome foes of
crime denied owning any kind of ties whatsoe\'er (though
one did admit that he had once worn socks). Rumors that
the famed "Mobile Unit" is a secret Soviet missile base
are still under investigation.

It has come to my attention that there are a number of
students on campus who became seriously addicted to
sausages-on-a-stick over Homecoming weekend. Though
this may seem amazing to you, too (it shocked me that
any students could actually afford such savory delicacies),
I have it from reliable sources that there have indeed been
sightings of slavering mobs of desperate individuals near
the location of the now-fumous S-0-S shack. Unfortunately
for these poor wretches, the delectable and aforementioned

Well, those are the top stories for this week. Coming
up in future issues: Harding's program to attract alien
visitors EXPOSED! Dr. Dennis Organ's plans for the
White House EXPOSED! Cafeteria food EXPOSED!
Heitschi, the Wonder Dog's career plans and secret marriage EXPOSED! And page 14 of the Student Handbook
EXPOSED! So don't forget your next copy of the Bison.
Remember, inquiring minds want to know!

•••

It has come to my attention that the workers at the
Harding Print ·shop occasionally read through my articles.
This insinuation has yet to be proven. (NOI'E from the
Print Shop: We're checking on that one.)

r--

New Boston release disappointing at best
Syncopation

sausages-on-a-stick are sold only during important celebrations when non-student visitors with eager wallets are on
campus. Something must be done!! For this reason, I
have begun collecting money from concerned individuals
for the establishment of a permanent sausage-on-a-stick
restaurant (which could be built in the mali that was mentioned earlier in this article). Contributions may be sent
to me, Bill Rankin, c/o "Sausage Aid" at the Bison.
Remember, only you can save a life.

bris:k, happy number with enough pomp for the makings
of a good movie soundtrack. It begins a 1a Pink Floyd,
complete with haunting psychodelia in the intro followed
by synthesized "close encounters" with a segue into the
hardcutting instrumental/vocal passage.
Side one ends with a dramatic reprise of ''Amanda"
called "New World," giving the album a hope-filled
intermission.
Opening side two, the group asks the question, "What
Does It 'Thke to be a Man?" Boston's answer is atypical.
"It's all heart and soul, a gentle hand, tenderness..." What
does it matter if you're weak or strong? ''A gentle feeling
can make it right, or make it wrong." The song further
identifies the 'real' man (probably not in the sexist
reference but referring to mankind as a whole) as the one
with " the will to gi,ve and not receive, the strength to say
what he believes and the heart fo feel what others feel
inside."
The music used in this song, however, is frighteningly
familiar to any musical buff. The instrumental chorus of
the song is practically a rip-off of the Sound of Music's
"Climb Every Mountain."
The next song, "I Think I Like It;' is not quite as lyrically profound as its precursor. But again, the boys from
Boston write the song with guitar runs almost forging that of one of their musical cOnfederates. Compare "I
Think I Like It" with Journey's ''Any Way You Wcmt It."
The finale of the album, "Holyann,'' is a stirring recount of 60's memorabilia fashioned with custom-tailored
'70's vogue. Not a very admirable conclusion but not roo
surprising either.
. .
1bird Stage has a well-deserved place in the record collections of mid-70's rock enthusiasts, if only for its welldesigned cover art. Perhaps it has an even better place in
some record book somewhere as one of the most longawaited musical disappoinbnents.
•
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EDITORIAL ...
(continued from page 2)
student asking the questions and the audience of a satismctory answer.
While some, including Grace himself, accused the student of attempting to embarrass the visiting speaker, the
student had every right to express the questions that were
on his mind.
Grace could have gone a long way in clearing the matter simply by explaining why he denied the accuracy of
the figures brought forth by the student. Of course, Grace,
and any other speaker for that matter, has the right to refuse
to answer a particular question. But Grace's indignant outburst was unfounded and highly unnecessary.
Whether or not the figures were accurate and the questions legitimate, Grace should have responded in a civil
manner. A calm response would have accomplished much
more in terms of refuting the allegations than did the fuming response that Grace chose to give.
Because Grace side-stepped both of the student's questions, they both remain unanswered. But the incident did
afford one important point of learning - we must always
examine the things that a speaker says (and what he doesn't
say, in Grace's case) and form our own opinions
accordingly.
When we succumb blindly to opinions that a speaker
has led us toward, such as the one that an individual has
no right to ask questions, we have taken a first :fatal step
toward democratic downfall.

Let us hear from you!
Letters to the editor should be sent prior to noon
Monday to the Bison office upstairs in the student
center. Remember, all letters must be signed.

Cost Control Chairman J. Peter Grace, who lectured as the third American: Shidies
speaker of the semester Nov. 10, likened the national debt to child abuse.
(photo by Darin Martin)

Grace examines federal deficit,
government spending excesses
by Shawn Goodpasture
Bison 5lalf writer

'

"Child abuse, tbat's what it is!"
J. Peter Grace, chairman of the Private
Sector Survey on Cost Conlrol in the Federal
Government, was describing the federal
debt problem dUI'inl the third American
Studies lecture of the semester Nov. 10 in
the Benson Auditorium.
'CWben our cbildren find out, will they ever
forgive m?" he added, elq)laining the nation
is rolling over debt tbat future generations
will have to deal with.
The federal debt limit baS been recently
raised to $2.2 trillion. Grace said tbat few
realize the immensity of a trillion of
anything. "If somebody began counting
seconds at the time Jesus Cbrist was bom
there would be 64 billion seconds by naw,"
be said, adding tbat trillion seconds is equal
to 317 centuries. But "they call it a tril (an
abbreviation for a trillion Used among OffiCe of Management and Budget officials)
in Washiogton_in a way that completely endangers future generations."
'Ibrough a computer analysis of the situation by Grace's survey group, known better
as the Grace Commission, and by Data
Resources, it was discovered that the Cederal
deficit, wbich now stands at $220 billion, will
multiply to $1.996 trillion by 2000, while the
debt will stand at $13 trillion and the interest
on the debt at $1.5 trillion, Grace said
He recalled bow President Reagan asked
bim and other businessmen in 1982 to study
the federal government and find ways to
save money. After 18 months of study, the
Grace Commission came up with 2,478 suggestions in 26 legislative areas tbat, if
adopted, would save the government about
$423 billion over a three year period.
"If we cut $140 billion, it would go a long
way towards cutting a deficit of $222 billion,"
he added.
Much of the reason for the huge federal
debt can be placed on the immense size of
federal welfare services, Grace said He said
$37 billion or 5 percent of the USA's Gross
National Product was spent on federal

assistance to the poor during the Kennedy
administration. 1bday, the figures read $468
billion and 131,2 percent.
The Office of Management and Budget
lists 963 social programs, be said "We don't
Deed 963 programs."
Congress, be added, bas enacted these
programs because it bas two objectives,
''one, to be elected and, two, to be reelected." However, of the $124 billion spent
in direct assistance to the poor, ooly $37
billion goes for reducing the poverty gap of ·
$52 billion to $15 billion. ''What happened to
the remaining $87 billion?" he asked, suggesting tbat such accounting problems coold
(See GRACE, page 9)
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Special Harding Rates For Parents and Alumni-

3204 E. Race St., Searcy

10% DIKoLint to Harding
Students

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
SUE CLINE, PHAIMACISJ
PHARMACY
KAlEN SHIREMAN
DISCOUNT PRICES
DEIIIE NANCE
FILM PROCESSING
AMBASSADOR CARDS
WE BILL PARENTS OF H.U. STUDENTS

8:30 AM-6:30 PM

AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE

309 N. Spruce- 268-7049
Open Sundays 72:30 to 4:00
till Christmas
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Send Holiday Greetings
to your friends through
The Bison
$1 50 per message 0 x 1)
Mail to Box 1192
by December 5.
Issue date of paper Dec. 12
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KEN'S BARBER
AND~ STYLE SHOP

NATION ANGERED OVER IRAN POLICY
An overwhelming majority~ Americans,
Congress and even some in the Administration disagree with Reagan's policy of trading
military spare parts to Iran in order to
establish better relations -and to secure the
freedom of American hostages in lA!banon.
Polls indicated that at least 75 percent of
Americans surveyed said they were not

Scott Berry
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268-7000

satisfied with President Reagan's explanation of the reasons for the trade. In a natioDwide television speech on Nov. 14, Reagan
said the United Sfates needed to have closer
relations with Iran because of its strategic
location between the Soviet Union and the
oikicb PerSian Gulf and beCause of the need
to secure the release of hostages held by
Islamic ca~ in lAlbanoo. Tbe ncbanges
were also needed to belpbriog an.end to the
Iran-Iraq War.
Iranian president Ali KbameDei denied
Friday that Iran bad traded with the u.s.,
saying the United States must renounce its
'"aggressive" policy· in the Middle East of
supporting Israel. Saturday, Iran's
narliamentary spokesman said Iran tried to
f'lD.end fences" with the u.s.. althoUgh
future talks were beinll hUrt by the arms embargo placed on the U.S. since 19'19.
BASENFYS CONVJCI'ED
AND SENTENCED
Eugene Hasenfus of California was
declared guilty of terrorism and crimiDal
association fer his role in anAmerican cargo
plane that supplied contra rebels and was
sentenced to 30 years in prison by a

Nicaraguan People's Tribunal. Justice

Graduate Arkansas
School of Barbering

Minister Rodri.go Reyes rejected the
possibility of a pardon.
Hasenfus was the lone survivor of a C-130
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cargo plane that was shot down Oct 2 in
. Nicaragua that was carrying small arms

and ammunition to U.S. backed rebels. The
White House quickly condemned the trials
as something that "served no inter-est other
than to make propaganda."
EARTHQUAKE ROCKS TAIWAN

Two eartbquates that measured 6.31lDd
6.8 each on the Ridlter scale shook 'nliwan
~turday, kiUing 14 and injuring at least 40.
Tbe epicenter of the quake was located
about 15-20miles east of the island's eastern
shore. Most of the casualties resUlted from
the coDa~ of a three-story building in the
Taipei suburb of CJningbo. Tbirteen persons
died and 34 were injured, with about 20
reported to be missing and believed to be
buried alive.
'lbirty-six bouses coDapsed and 11 fishing
boats were capsized by the quake.
NORTH KOREAN REPORTED
ASSASSINATED

The South Korean Defense Minister
reported Monday that North Korean
President Kim n Sung was assassinated by
military officials because of a power struggle in the government of one of the world's
moSt ~losed nati_9ns.
Reports said that the news of Kim's death
was broadeast to North Korean troops at the
Demilitarized Zooe separating the two
Koreas. r.ater reports said otherwise, and
the North Korean flag .is still flying at fullstaff. A North Korean diplomat in Peking
said that the reports •<were completely
made up by somebody."
Kim bas tuled the communist nation with
an iron fist since Korea divided in 1948.

Renowned artist displays work
by Deanna Lalonde

20% OFF
Good Til 12/12/86
Student Discount Cards Available
For 1987 {<Wh.£le .:Eu.p.pf££~ ...£ad}

KEN'S BARBER
and

Bison staff writer

The exhibit of original graphics by Dr.
Janet E. Turner will be on display in
Stephens Art Gallery through next Friday.
Turner, a professQr of art at California
State University in Chico, is nationally
known for her printing t.ecbni~.
· The exhibit consists of 35 origiDallinocuts,
lithographs, etchings and serigraphs.
An interest in nature study and ecology is
responsible for much of the subject matter
of Turner's prints. Use is made of nature
forms as symbols of the relationship between man and nature.
Nationally, her works are in the pennanent collectiom of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York, Philadelphia Museum
of Art, San Francisco Museum of Art, Yale
University Art Gallery and the Brooklyn Art
Museum.
Internationally, she bas work in the per-

manent collections of the Victoria 8nd
Albert Museum in London, and the
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris.
Turner bas been the recipient of ID8.DY
awards. These include awards from the
NationalAssociationofWomenArtists; the
Society of Graphic Artists, New York City ;
theNationalAcademy of Design and thel.ns
Angeles Ptintmakers Society. She bas also
been awarded a Guggenheim Foundation
Fellowship.
Recently, Tomer gave a series of lectures
in Japan on American Graphics and bad
gl'!lphics on a circuit in Japan under the
TOkyo branch of the American Cultural

Center.

She bas made a 30-minute color fllm entitled, "Carcass Ca~SJS." 'lbe film shows the
development of a.nJ.l-color print which is ineluded in the show. This unique exhibit was
arranged through tbe Old Bergen Art Guild
of Bayonne, NJ.

HAIRSTYLING SHOP

Three Professional Hairstylists
To Serve You
268-1000
106 W. Race

Open Mon •• Sat.
8-5 Walk-Ins Welcome
(N. Side of the Court Square)

When we fill your Prescription
All you. have to say is
''B"II
• 1 .at to my Da d.''

EDICAL CEN'TER PHARMAC
Located In Searcy Medical Center

6 N~~
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Pilots take to the sky: high thrills for studen_t aviators
by BillE~
Bison

~slant

,

editor

Power; on.
·~
"Greg, how's the oil pressure looking?"
· "Oil pressure's ~,
Gas, ok.
Altimeter set. Radios on.
"Let's get a little air going in here," our
pilot mumbled, tumiruF a knob CODSpicuously marked "AirFi~
·
"Everyone belted in?" We were.
"Clear!" He settled deep into his seat. A
button was depressed on the control panel
and the propeller revolved painst8kingly
9nce. then twice, at last picking up momentum for the 1700 ~M's required for taxi.
The smaJl Cessna 112 "Skybawk" ambled
slowly with little grace down a strip of pavement adjacent to the runway.
"7-3-7 Delta Echo departing runway OneNiner for take off.''
It would be only one of a great number of
flights for junior Scott Peugeot. Like
many Harding students, Peugeot is a singleengine flying connoisseur and spends much
of his free time and money taking to the
skies from the nearby Searcy Field
Peugeot owe; much of his interest in flying to the influence of his father. "My dad
started flying wben I was six, which was a
very impressionable age for l:!le." Peugeot
said "I flew with dad for many years, but
did not take my first flying lesson from a

qualified instructor until I was 18."
Tbe plane stoOd at the end of the imposing stretch of runway. Peugeot gave one
more call on the radio. Then, the engine
roared and the propeller became a blur as
the plane sped onward. The going was
rough, then very smooth and we were
airborne.

Experience did not come cheap for our
pilot. Tbe 60+ boors of in-flight b'8ining plus
aircraft rental totalled nearly $2,000 for
Peugeot. 1b obtain a pilot's license one must
log a minimum of 40 bors of flying time and
pass a written emm over rules and
fundamentals of flying.
The plane climbed steeply. Inertia was
evident as Peugeot pulled the plane into a

northeasterly turn.
.
Tbe Harding campus looks very small and
cluttered at 1,500 feet. Highway frl seemingly
cuts through the countryside like a great Zipper. Farms and pastures checker the landscape in alternating hues of green and
brown elrt.ending in every direction and
fading over the horizon. From here, White
County is an island, a great Pangea in a sea
of white haze.
We were flying at about 130 mph. Our pilot

out the window and said, yelling
above the roar of the engine, "If I had to
make an emergency landing, I think I'd put
this baby down right there, at Harding

pointed

Park."

nervous drops of sweat pouring
from the foreheads of his slightlydisconcerted passengers, Peugeot quickly
expounded, " ... but the 172 has the safest
record of any plane in modern times. A£-.
cidents generally only happen when the pilot
does somethihg terribly wrong. Small plane
fiY..ing is a lot safer than most people think.'"
Students wbo fly regUlarly usually gain a
foUowi.ng. Tbe price of renting a plane is
le88erledwbeo flyiDg with frieods.. According
to Peugeot, bowevel; reticence prevents
~ from 'ta.Jdng to the sky.'
Airsickness is olfen a problem. "I ted: my
girHriend up once and she got pretty sick,"
Peugeot hollered back to us.
Seeing

Before anyone bad time to get airsiCk,
tbougb, the plane began making its descent
for Jandinlr. 1be AGL (above-ground level)
dropped last. All ears popped. People
became faintly visible below.
Our pilot picked up the mike and blurted,
as per airfield liDgo, ''7-3-7 Delta Echo five
miles to west inbound for landing -airport

advisories.''

Peugeot began slowing the plane mating

Junior Scott Peugeot enjoys flying over the Searcy area in his Cessna 172 "Skyhawk{' He is just one. of several Harding students who pursue aviation as a hobby.
,
·
(photo by Darin Martin)

prepuatnry at:ijustments wi:tb~ knobs
ana switches in anticipation. Tension
mounted; he became more attentive to the
slow~ runway below. 'lbewiDd
~QC.k was ~intinj north. "This is the art of
flying," he commented.
But the plane was traveling too fast to
make immediate contact with the runway's
surface. It wouldn't slow fast enough.
Peugeot cut the engine low. The wings
bobbled somewhat in the wake of the heavy
wind gusts. Tbe plane hovered within inches
of the concrete for some 2,000 feet, then
planted its wheels fll'IDly and coasted to a

1516 E. Race

(4 blocks from Harding.)

Stuffed Toy
Htllf price sale

Baby Raccoons

or
Miami Mice

gentle stop.
"It was a good landing," our pilot noted
afterward. "I should have planned ahead a
little more and slowed sooner. I could've
"All the larvlinp you walk away from are
good landings.''
.

Once back in the fieldbouse, be pointed out
the shirttails of many colors and sizes which

ornamented one wall. When a student completes his fll"St solo flight, it is customary for
~ to cut off and sign the bottom of his shirt
and leave it bangin_g for _postericy.
"It's not bard at all for anyone to become
a pilot,'' Peugeot remarked confidently..
"Re8lly the key to good flying is in good
judgement. Sure, you need to loiow theory,
techniques, et cetera. But, it takes good
judgeiDent to decide wbeo the weather looks
too foreboding to fly, and when the wind is
not just right for an acrobatic ~t.
"'lbey say there are old pilots and there
are bold pilots, but there are no old, bold
pilots.''

3205 E. llllce (Acrou from Shoney's)

Searcy, AR 72143

Ph: 268-3350

NEXT DAY

SAME DAY

I•

12 exposure ....... .. ...... .. ....... s3.58 S4.58
24 exposure .. ... .. ................. S6.94 S7.94
36 exposure ..... :.... .... ........ .. S9.82 s1 0.82

Olsc .... ... ... ... .................... .... *4.60 ss.&O
DOUBLE PRINTS
At Time Of Processing

12 exposure ~ .... Add •1.80
24 exposure .... . Add •3.60

Disc .... .. ..... ... ... . Add •2.35

The Juniper Tree
Custom Frames &
Custom Pillows
Crosstitch, Needlepoint
and other crahs
268-1175

279-1459

DELUXE PRINT

36 exposure .. .. . Add '5.40

~rcy

Affordoble excellence

The
Color Lab

done a go-around and made a second attempt but there was no need to.

308 West Race

·Bill's
<T yping
Service

REPRINTS
QUANTITY

1-s .... ..... ............ 35
6-24 ....... ... ..... .:.29
24 or more ........25

One-Hour Service at same day price.
Regular size print available on request

Slide Processing available.
,,

5x7-35 mm '2.75

PRICE

for first one. then •1.50.
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Freshman Sindi Graber shares a smile with senior DaVId Richardson during women's open house Tuesday night, but Heitschi, Sind.i's golden retrievd,
see~ disinterested.
(ph o«> by Chris HMian)

PRSSA tours Nashville, Memphis
by Darin Martin
Bison staff writer

The Public Relations Student Society of
America (PRSSA), a student chapter of the
national Public Relations Society of
America, went to Nashville last weekend to
visit the public relations departments at the
the Opryland Hotel and at The Grand Ole
Opry. In Memphis, they visited Mud Island
and the PR, advertising and marketing firm
of Walker and Associates.
At Mud Island, the PRSSA visited the
Historical Museum of the Mississippi River,
and talked with marketing directors
employed there. At Walker and Associates,
Chuck Branch, vice president of the company, talked to them about what agencies
such as theirs look for when hiring new
employees, and how agencies get new
accounts.
The group then beaded to Nashville for its

RACE ST. STORE ONLY

Open dally 9-6 Friday until 8 p.m.
Closed Sunday
Women's Dreu Shoes

Men's Sale Racks

over 916 pair at
t1o-or Leu

(New Group Acltlecl)
Now t5• to s2o-

Men's Western Boots

Ladles BOots

(Reclucecl Again)

Fashion • W.stem • Winter
R... $16.95 to $69.95
Now Y:a Price

Now $21.09 to $79.19
Exotics Included

~

.._Mae's Shoes

411
.
S3J ~,_,-

"Quellty FOIL._."
2800 E. Race St. Store ONLY

lEI

FLIPPIN - KIIHNL - lAlLEY

EYE CARE CENTER, P.C.
HOWARD F. FLIPPIN, O.D.
GENERAL -OPTOMETRY
MICHAEL KIIHNL, O.D.
GENERAL AND PEDIATRIC OPTOMETRY
FINIS.C. BAILEY, JR., O.D.
GENERAL OPTOMETRY AND
CONTACT LENSES
1407 EAST RACE AVE.
SEARCY, AR 72143

501/268-Jsn
c

-.

-

•

adventures in Opryland, USA. Many people
seem to think that Opryland, USA consists
only of an amusement park, but actually
there is much more to it. Included in the
overall complex is the Opryland Hotel,
which has well over 1,000 rooms (with more
being added), and a conservatory With over
10,000 pl~s and several waterfalls
throughout a glassed-in concrete walkway.
Also included is the amusement park, and
the Grand Ole Opry and The Nashville Network, Nashville's cable channel, both of
which are located on the park's grounds.
The students were led on a tour through .
the hotel by the PR directors and then were
told about working in the PR department for
Opryland, USA. They then went over to the
Nashville Network and saw the sets and how
the shows for the network are produced.
They then were led to the Opry where they
learned bow the weekly radio show is
produced.
.
It seems everyone learned something
from the trip. Carol Ann Clark, a junior PR
major, said, "This trip was a real treat for
me. I got a small glance of what I may be
doing someday in the PR field"
The final part of the trip was on Friday
night when the club went to the show at the
Opry, QJ1d attended a live broadcast of the
Nashville Network talk show, " Nashville
Now." Among the guests on the talk show
were Florence Henderson (best known for
her role as Carol Brady on "The Brady
Bunch" ) , Minnie Pearl and Jennifer
Warnes. Of course, Roy Acuff ~ucannoo
ball" at the Opry, but the highlight of the
evening for Clark came when she got to run
down to the stage and bug Porter Wagoner.
Betty Ulrey, associate professor of
English and PRSSA ~summed up the
trip by saying, " We were extremely fortunate to beat experts disclEs the profession
of public relations. 1be students sOOuld have
a better understanding of what will be ex.pected of them on the job."
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Campus ·radio on the air despite aging equipment
~~,w~lems
"Beirig a school station we can dQ a lot of
stuff. It really is something that has a lot of
potential," junior John Phillips, on-the-air
coordinator at KHCA, Harding's studentoperated radio station, remarked. ''But right
now we're short of funds; we need a lot of
things fixed and replaced."
Over the past 22 years, KHCA has
undergone a number of location and programming changes. Originally set up in the
old Science Building, which is now the Olen
Hendrix Buil~, KHCA was later moved
to the top iioor of the Administration
Building. DUring that time, the station was
not operational; instead, announcers broadcast through a loudspeaker located on
campus.
In 1964, KHCA received a license from the
Federal Communications Commission and
began transmitting via carrier current from
the basement of the Ezell Bible Building.
Originally, the station was intended as part
of a preachers' training program. However,
the underground facility was plagued with
mold. So, in 1973, the station settled into its
present location, in an extension at the rear
of the Ganus Building.
Recently, KHCA's frequency was transferred from 720 to 560 on the AM dial. "The
lower the frequency, the better it will carry,''
Phillips _explained. Currently, KHCA is on
the air from 6:30 to 8:45 weekday mornings
and from 6 until12 every night, a departure
from the former 4 to 12 evening schedule.
Special programs include: "Alternate
Waves,'' a taste of post-new wave music;
"Night Flight,'' "Star Trek," "Kojak,'' and
"Space: 1999,'' sandwiched between light
music; "Profile of Rock,'' a feature of one
classic artist each week; "Old Time
Theatre,'' which includes "Amos and Andy,"
"War of the Worlds" and other old radio
favorites; "Harding Top 10," a combination
of album oriented rock hits and student requests; "Billboard Memories,'' selections
from older Billboard Magazine charts; and
"Kitsch Kulture Kitchen," a concoction of
music and literary samples with a novel
twist. These programs are aired every night
from 11 to 12, with the rotation beginning on
Sundays. _
.
The basic music format for the station has
also changed. This semester the Top 40 format has been dropped in favor of a new concept, based on album-oriented rock. "We
play music that is not necessarily on the
charts," Phillips explained. "It's a harder
type of rock than the Top 40. We think we'll
reach a lot more people with that."
The station has over 8,500 records, including albums and siDgles. '1n additioo, we
have some songs on tape," Pbillips said.
' 'Normally we like to have as 1D9.DY taped
songs as possible, because the more you cue
up a record, the more it wears out." Station
promotionals, commercials, religious spots
and public service annOlJ!ICeDlents round

Sophomore Andy Olree concentrates on the control board of KHCA, Harding's student-operated radio station. The
station, which has been on the air for 22 years, is _c urrently experiencing equipment problems.
(photo by Lee Kuekl
out the repertoire.
~
This semester, however, KHCA has been
JF==1
ac:==e:c==e-===-c=:::::NIC:==ex::=~-===-1
experiencingdifficultywithitstransmitter
and other equipment. "The Student Center
transmitter is not working. <There's a> hum
and distortion in the girls' dorms. Harbin
can't get us <because> the co-generation
plant made it necessary to dig up the wires,''
Phillips noted.
Senior Mary Withem, one of the KHCA
disc jockeys, commented, "What I don't like
is the transmitter problem. I can only be
heard in three places," namely Armstrong,
Keller and Grad Dorms.
Phillips is concerned with the age of the
equipment, which has been in place since
the early 1!J70's. "Our equipment is old and
it's only a matter of time, in my opinion, until we won't be able to operate," Phillips said
"Presently, we've got seven people on the
air who are enrolled in broadcasting
classes; the rest are volunteers,'' Phillips
said. In addition, there are those who work
in areas other than broadcasting, such as
music, production, news, sales and traffic,
the department which is responsible for
keeping a daily schedule for the announcers.
"The people who work here are doing a
really good job," Withem expressed.
"They're really toughing it out; I admire
that a lot."

DRYER'S SHOE STORE
18th ANNIVERSARY
aoo~ & SHOE SALE
'I
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GRACE ...
(continued from page 4)
be solved by requiring welfare recipients to
report the amOWlt of assistance they receive

in a federal tax return form. Also, more
waste could be cut by scrapping suCh programs as food stamps and giving tbe poor
cash allowances instead.
The Department of Defense is also to
blame, as Grace mentioned such wellpublicized cost overruns as $91 for a 2-cent
screw and $878 for a toilet seat. But President Reagan should not be criticized for increasing defense spending, he said, since,
although $290 billion a year is spent on
defense, the USSR still, for example, has
twice as many fighter planes, four times the
number of helicopters and 4.5 times the

number of intercontinental ballistic nuclear
missiles. "Congress is way off when they
criticize," be commented
Still other sources of waste Grace mentioned included the overwhelming number
of badly outdated computers requiring $300
million annually in repairs. Also, the government is slow in enforcing payment of delinquent student loan borrowels. Some that
have been delinquent in their payments, he
said, ioclud«< 44,000 government employees,
New York Mets pitcher Ron Darling a nd a
real estate developer.
The President is limited in his ability to
order budge~ priorities by Congress, Grace
argued. One who supervises a business or
a budget must bave three powers. uOne,
organize the way you want it ; two, you set
pay scale; and three, you control capital ex-

For that very special evening ....

StJ~

~e414~
Serving a delicious variety· of great southern dishes.

Bar-B-Que • Steaks • Shrimp
lobster • Catfish • Veal • Chicken

peoditures."1be president bas IJODe ~ these
powers and cannot enact priorities be
desires, such as the proposed abolition of the
Department of Energy. 1be president needs
a line-item Bto power, be said, noting that
it is already given to 43 state governors, to

show disapproval of specific programs and
expenditures. "The reason they (Congress)
don't give him the power is because they
don't want the searchlight put on items he
overrode.''
Grace described CoDgl'tlSS itself as a
"badly organized" and "metficient body."
"I believe that one should never be
satisfied," he said afterwards in reference
to the success· of the proposals of the Grace
Commission. Thirty-two billion dollars
worth of spending cuts suggested by the
commission were included in the latest
budget. The Gramm-Rudman Act, which
calls for. a balanced budget by 1992, would
help achieve these objectives. "All I want to
accomplish is to make the situation better."
But people should be wary of quick-fiX tax
reforms proposed by such people as
Democratic Senator Gary Hart of Colorado,
Grace said. Proposals that include putting
a 10 percent tax surcharge on all incomes
about $60.000 would result in only $1.6 billion
additional revenue each year. 'tbe realsolutions, be said, include having people in Congress "who bave the best interest of the nation in their minds and hearts and who are
determined to change it" and by getting
citizen involvement in groups such as
Citizens against Waste.
The next speaker- will be William B.
Stevens, chairman of '1\iad Systems llic., on
Dec. 2 in the American Heritage
Auditorium.

Auto- Brite
Detail Shop

Free desert bar with every meal.
Call usl

Interstate 67 - Exit 44
SEARCY, AR

501-268-0602

Your cor's Best Friend.
Get your car detailed from inside out;
Buff, wcx & shampooed from headliner to
carpets.
Call: 268-9182
Nights: 268-6528
Owners: Timmy & Deborah Smith

9DIAMOND SALE
You can't aHord to miss this opportunity/
All stones listed are unmounted.
MARQUISE

.15 d. = 714.75
.18 ct. = 737.70
.20 ct. = 153.00
.25 ct. = 289.80
.32 ct. = 351.00
.40 ct. = 568.00
.50 ct. = 810.00
.65 ct. = 954.00
.74 ct. = 1350.00
.87 ct. = 1534.50
1.01 ct. = 1900.00

.33 ct. = 472.50
.36 ct. = 517.50
.39 ct. = 756.00
.41 d. = 733.50
.43 ct. = 988.20
.48 ct. = 1093.50
.54 ct. = 855.00
.63 ct. = 1399.50
.71 ct. = 2080.00
.94 ct. = 1368.00
1.10 ct. = 3675.00

OVAL
.33 ct. = 472.50
.38 ct. = 571.50
.40 ct. = 598.50
.41 d. = 594.00
.45 ct. = 909.00
.54 ct. = 841.50
.56 ct. = 873.00
.57 ct. = 1020.00
.70 d. = 1540.00
1.03 ct. = 2925.00

PEAR

.41 ct. = 524.70
.53 ct. = 850.00
.59 ct. = 985.50
1.19 ct. = 2925.00

Pro_gramming teams
pla_s~ nationally
Two student teams from Harding finished third and fifth in their division in the 1986
Scbc.lastic Programming Contest in Dallas
two weeks ago.
The third place team was composed of
Thomas Cox of Lebanon, Va.; Scott Burleson
of I.a.wrenceville, Ga.; John Matthews of I.a.1 Puente, Calif. and Gary Marnach of
Newberg, Ore.
Finishing fifth in Division 2 were Ron
Pacheco of Flippin, Ark.; Roger Meach of
Grand Junction, Iowa; Alex Fagen of
' Oskaloosa, Iowa and Ray Waldrop of
Bartlesville, Okla.
Sponsors accompanying the teams were
Dr. Steve Baber and Dr. Travis Thompson
the faculty. .
ln overall competition with teams made
up of both undergraduate and graduate
students, Harding placed 13th and 16th,
~tively. The University of Thxas at San
Antonio was the conference winner. U niversities such as Rice, Texas 'Thcb, Texas A&M
Baylor, University of Arkansas, and.Ab~
Christian. College were among the entrants.

m

''We were ex®J)tionally pleased with the
performance of our teams," Dean Priest,
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
said " Our teams were competing with ones
having much more experience. However,
several of these students will be here for
next year's competition and we wi:li be in
mucb better position to compete then.
NevertQeJ~ we are very proud of the performance of our students in this premier
competition."
. Ba~r ~rmed the feat 'phenomenal,' ad~ ...~~only our second time to par-

ticlapte m this competition."

Four teams standing
in college bowl finale
Harding College Bowl competition continues with four teams remaining in the double-elimination tournament. The semifinals
will begin at 6 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 4 in
tbe American Studies Auditoriwn. The final
round will be presented in chapel on Dec. 11.
The remaining teams are "Still
Undecided,'' "The Bison,'' "Wu Fats" and
"Baby Jane." The first three teams were
winners out of the three brackets. "Baby
Jane" was chosen as a wldcard out of the
three teams that were runnerscup in each
brackett. According to criteria -set, "Baby
Jane" bad the highest average per game
score.
"Still Undecided" features Scott Harris
Rob Burns, Carol Coffey and Jeff Jewell:
Harris and Burns return from last year's
varsity team. They were the intramural
champions last year. " Wu Fats" features
Kendall Sharp, Ronnie Williams, Bodnex
Ashlock and Russ Deideker. "The Bison '
features Amy Blankenship, Shawn Goodpasture, Jeff Stevenson and Pbillip Thcker.
"Baby Jane" features Mike Anderson, John
Gilreath, Carol l.a.nderfelt and Thm Van
Duren.

ALL LISTED PRICES ARE 10 - 25% OFF

SALE THROUGH DEC. J3, J986

· ~,sWd9
106 N. Spring· Downtown Se1rcy 268-4684
~~~~~~~---

COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute
"Student Rate" subscription cards on
campus. Good income, no selling involved. For information and application write to: CAMPUS SERVICE,
1745 W. Glenda/eAve., Phoenix AZ
85021
,
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Forte receives national honor
BisOn noseguard Kenneth Forte bas been
named the national "Defeosive Player mthe
Week" by the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) for his performance in theBisons' 24-S victory over 19th
l'aDked Ouachita Baptist University.
The announcement was made by Bonnie
Morrow of the NAIA office in Kansas City,

Mo.

tidl recognition."
With Forte leading the way, the Bison
defense was on the receiving end of five turnovers. recovering three fumbles and intercepting two passes. For the Little Rock
native. the intereeption was his first.
''That"waB my fll'St catch of any kind in
college," said the former high school tight
end " It was defmitely a dream come true.
It's every lineJIUlDls dream to get an interception. Of course, I wish I could've
scoreCi."
Forte said half the credit for the interception belongs to linebacker Brooks Davis.
"He stunted through and pressured the
quarterback to throw early and I was
waiting right in the middle of the screen,''
Forte said.
On the strength of his performance,
Forte's season statistics now show 52 solo
tackles, :r7 assists, nine tackles for minus :r7
yards, three-and-one-half quarterback
sacks, three fumble recoveries and one
interceptio~ ... ___ _

Junior Mickey A~on , a hard-nosed defensive back, puts the hit on a
Southern Arkansas University receiver in the Bisons' 1.4-10 Homecoming loss
two weeks ago. Tomorrow, the Bisons will try to flaw the University of Central Arkansas Bears' ~rfect 6-0 AIC record.
(photo by Mldw!l Rocta-J

Bisons to challenge unbeaten Bears
Hoping to finish off its 1986 season with a
win tomorrow at Alumni Field, the Bison
football team fmds itself confronted with a
hope that has eluded every other team in the
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference.
'Ibmorrow's opponent is the University of
Central Arlaumas, the team that clinched its
fourth consecutive AIC title last Saturday.
On their way to the title, the Bears bave compiled .a 6-0 conference record
But for all the great weapons that the
playoff-bound Bears boast, the Bisons
counter with a large measure of deten:nined
motivation and the knowledge that they're
playing for pride.
"We're playing the defending NAIA national .champions and this year's AIC
champs, so we know-that they're an outstanding team," Coach John Prock said. "But
there is a lot of publicity and status at stake
in this game; a win would really end our
on a bigb note."
With their record even at 4-4-1 overall and

season

3-3 in conference play, the Bisons must win
tomorrow in order to fmish with a winning
season. But with the injury problems that
have plagued the team (eight scholarship
players are currently sidelined with injuries), the Bisons have been caught on a
rollercoaster.
Two weeks ago, the Bisons let what looked lilre a sure Homecoming victory slip
through their grasp. Southern Arkansas
University, behind the speed and bailds of
receiver Kenneth Brown, engineered a
touchdown drive that saw the Muleriders
score the winning points on a three-yard
pass with seven seconds left for a 14-10
vict.Qry.
The Bisons' defensive efforts were led by
a pair of young linebackers, freshman Jobn
Spann and sophomore BroOks Davis. Spann
had 10 solo tackles and 10 assists, while
Davis was responsible for eight solo stops
(See

FOOI'BALL, page 12)

G & G INC.
AUTO ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
WHOLESALE • RETAIL • REBUILDING

Let us do your
Baking
Cakes, Cupcakes
Cookies
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SATURDAY DAY BUFFET
11 A.M. til 2 P.M.

All the Pizza, Spaghetti, Salad

P. 0. BOX 233 • PHONE 268-2416

Garlic Bread You Can Eat $3.29

AUTOMOBILE AND TRUCK PARTS
SEARCY, ARKANSAS 72143

THURSDAY NITE IS MINI NITE

Harding Students
1Oo/o discount

One Mini Pizza 2 Toppings 99C
Salad Bar with the Mini 99C

Repair Work
and
Service Work {changing oil, filter, etc... )

Free Delivery To Campus

~
~

4 P.M. till 10 P.M. Thun. Only

l

2600 E. Race Street 268-4107
,.

Get Into Pizza Inn
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WELCOME STUDENTS
We're here ready and anxious to setve you.

Basketball
Shoes

Junior Kim Griffin, escorted by her father, Ray Griffin of Searcy, was crowned Homecoming Queen Nov. 8 during halftime of the Bison football game.
(photo by Michael Rodgers)

Basketball teams already on the go

by Nike
and
Converse

The Bison basketball team opened the
season Monday night with an 85-57 victory
over Evangel College in Springfield, Mo.
The Bisons, 1-0, led by nine points at the
half, and as much as 35 during the second
half.
Barry Thames scored a game-bigh 19
points to lead the Bisons. Other Bisons in
double-figures were Shannon Hughes with
15, Marvin Mathis with 12 and Curtis

INC
809 E. Race • 268-0216 - close to campus

A Fresh Breath
For Your Career

Monday night is Harding night.

If you are working toward a science or health related degree,
we want to te~lk with you about educational and career opportunities in Respiratory Therapy at UAMS.

Get a great meal at a
great price!
Bring your Harding I. D. and get our
Freshtastiks Food Bar for only

By applying now, you can plan to complete your degree by
transferring to the Respiratory Therapy Program at UAMS for
the Summer 1987 semester.After graduation in just 13 months,
you will be eligible to take the National Board examination and
to benefit from the many career opportunities in Arkansas for
registered respiratory therapists. Many entry level salaries are
in the $18-20,000 range.
Now you can breathe easy and claim a leadership position in
the rewarding and expanding field of respiratory therapy Call
661-1202, Ext. 4203, or mail the coupon below today.

$2.29 only on Mon. night~
3002
E. RACE

Students and Faculty with Harding I.D.
get 10% discount on all food purchases any
other time
CARRY OUT

STORE HOURS:
Sun. thru Thtlrs. 11 :00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

ORDERS WELCOME

268·5777

Washington with 10.
The Bisons played School of the Ozarks on
Tuesday night while the lAdy Bisons opened
their season at Arkansas Baptist in Little
Rock. The women also travelled to Union
University in Jackson, Tenn. last night.
The lAdy Bisons will be in action tomorrow night when they host Arkansas Baptist
at 7:30. The men will travel to Oklahoma
Baptist on Tuesday night for a 7: 45 contest.
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College o{ Health Reialed Professions
Department of Respiratoty 1helaP.J
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FOOTBALL ..
(continued from page 10)

and 12 assists.
The black-and-gold rollercoaster followed
that valley with a peak performaJ;J.ce, embarrassing Ouachita Baptist University, the
NAJA's 19th-ranked team, 24-3. The win was
keyed by a defensive attack that saw two
Bison players earn special recognition.
Junior noseguard Kenneth Forte was
named the NAIA national Defensl.ve Piayer
of the Week for a performance that incJuaed eight tackles, two quarterback sacks, two
fu.nble recoveries and an interception.
For his role in the massacre, senior defensive end John Fox was selected as the
Arkansas Democrat AIC Player of the
Week. Fox, one of the Bison co-captains,
made six solo tackles, three quarterback

sacks and fo1lr tackles behind the line of
scrimmage.
Defensive back Mickey Adkison, a hardhitting junior, accounted for nine solo
tackles.
Offensively, the Bisons were led by junior
halfback Derrick Williams, who led the
team with 101 yards rushing on only nine
carries.
From his quarterback spot, senior Mannie Lowery rushed for touchdowns of 15 and
two yards. lowery's passing game, however,
was han.lpered by a jammed index finger on
his passing hand.
Lowery should move into the fourth spot
on Harding's all-time total offensive list
tomorrow. Currently, Lowery has 2,785
yards, which leaves him only 153 yards shy
of Jim Howard, a Bison halfback in the

mid-1960's.
With 215 yards of combined passing and
rushing tomorrow, Lowery would break the
3,ooo-yard barrier, a feat which only three
other Harding athletes have accomplished.
But lowery says those fJgUreS will all disappear from his mind once he steps on the
grass of Alumni Field.
"When I'm out on the field, I'm not even
thinking about that kind of stuff (records
and statistics); it's much more important
to me that we play well as a team and win
the ballgame,'' Lowery said.
Mannie's younger brother, junior halfback
Anthony Lowery, scored Harding's only
other six-pointer Saturday, crossing the
goalline from eight yards out.
"Our young kids have just been tremendous in stepping into the spots opened by in-

juries and playing well. Offensively ·and
defensively, our younger players have
responded very well to the challenges
they' ve been faced with," Prock said
Forte believes that a win in tomorrow's
season-ending clash would not only be a
thrill for the six departing seniors, but 'WOUld
also help to "establish a winning tradition
for the younger players."
"I really believe that we can beat UCA,
because they may be looking past us a little in getting ready for the playoffs," Forte
explained. "At the same time, we've got a
lot of things to prove: we want to show people ~t we· really did have the caliber of
team that could have contended for the AIC
championship."
Kickoff for tomorrow's game is set for 2
p.m.

Harriers' strategy fails to · pay off
by Greg Taylor
Bison sl3ff wnl@r

The night before last Saturday's NAIA National Championship Meet in Kenosha, Wis.,
the men's cross country team held a team
meeting to discuss strategy.
"If we were going to win the nationill
championshiP~ then we bad to come out runDing strong,'' Senior Eddie Neal said. "If we
didn't start out fast, we would have gotten
caught in the pack. We bad high expectations, since we were ranked 14th in the nation."
·
But high expectations were met with a
mediocre performance by the men who
finished 21st of 41 teams at the meet. The
team approached the meet with high hopes,
but could not regenerate the emotional high
that carried them to the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference Championship.
"Our strategy backfired. The. plan for
each runner to come out faster and stronger
than in previous meets was good, but we ran
just an average race," Coach 'led Lloyd said
Saturday's race was the last of an impressive career for Neal, who finished se-

cond overall in the AIC and NAIA District
17 Meet Nov. 5.
"I really thought we had the best team
Harding has bad in the four years that I've
been here. Darryl (senior DarrylBalbert,
who fmished the eight-kilometer course in
26:28 to post the Bisons' fastest time) did
really well, and I believe that Rich Lockhart
came up with the best individual performance on the team,'' Neal remarked.
Not only did Halbert finish first on the
Harding team, but he also became the first
among the men to receive Academic AllAmerican honors. Halbert was also selected
to the all-conference and all-district teams.
Halbert and Lockhart fmished in the top
100 of a 400-runner field. Other Bison runners following the duo were Jon Murray,
Neal, Jon Partlow, Trace Hawke and Sean
Prine.
The men's individual winner was Rick
Robinds of Adams State (Colo.) University,
who finished with a time of 24:10. Two Colorado schools, Adams State and Western
State University tied for the national team
title.
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All-American Christmas ...
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